The whole body of men socially as well as politically considerate to the exclusive society of that class whom neither they nor I have been averse to those men's peculiar circumstances. I think a better acquaintance with their particular friends would show the eyes of the white population, in their relative position of the negroes as a class of men. Their position is contamination. The black or white they are in the synod of the society of the intelligent and patriotic of all classes. Who cherish a love of our common country and its glory. Instituting and who appreciate every thing that has a tendency to divide our people, to promote division and to pave the way of our political and social ruin. May your cause be successful.
freedom. The inconsistency & bitter heartsearch of those former
of discord, is pronounced—They are as false as a worm—if
as they are selfish & material at heart—Their only object
is to reach into an organization establishment of their choice &
the total neglect of the Country. &
induced following, the continuance of the agitation of the Country.
Exerting the North, either till the Union is dissolved or they
shall be taken up into a place at the head of one or the
other of the two great political parties, the guide &
steering I fear when the shock.
I hope to go on. Why should I see the miserable
Creations, and in Comfort or Contention for a moment
longer—they have been tolerated long enough the
inequality policy towards them only emboldens it encourages
them to make further advances—I meant to see
them & their friends breathing revolutions décrees &
Treated with the Contempt they deserve. I shall
As the Nasty they denouncing themselves from their slavery
selfish, freedom, abolitionists, in the subject of slavery
foremost supremacy. I promptly cast my lot in the breadth
of themselves, resolved to the direct Contempt. I shall
be on in State Legislatures, or Congress will become
reply to an abolition speech. I should rejoice to see